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On the mapping of the unit-circle by polynomials. 
By E . EQERVARY in Budapest . 
1. Consider the set {II} of rational polynomials P(z), which have the 
following properties: 
1. The degree of P{z) is not higher than n, 
2. P (0 ) = 0, 
3. 9lP(z)^> — 1 for \z\^\. 
As an application of his theory of non-negative trigonometrical polynomials 
L. F E J É R has proved that1) 
(1) — 1 
Somewhat later O . SZÁSZ proved the complementary inequality2) 
<2> • 
Hence all the maps of the unit-circle generated by the polynomials P(z) of 
the set {27} lie in the rectangle 
— 1 < 9 I w ^ n , — c t g 0 , * ctg n 2 ( n + l ) = ° = 2 (/z -f-1) 
In the present article I wish to determine the precise field of variability 
of the maps of the unit-circle which are generated by the set {II}. The chief 
results may be stated in the following theorems: 
T h e o r e m I. The point-theoric sum 2 of the maps of the unit-circle 
which are generated by the set {II} is a convex region which coincides with 
the convex hull of the map of the unit-circle generated by the polynomial 
(3) P*(z) = -ir^T{nz + (n-))z*+...+ \ .z"}, P*(z) c {H}. 
Theorem II. The supporting function of 2 with respect to 0 is given by 
(4) P(0) = s ^ - — j j s i n - ^ , - n ^ O ^ n . 
!) L. FEJKR, Über trigonometrische Polynome, Journal für die reine und angewandte 
Math., 146 (1913), pp. 53 -82 . 
2) O. SZASZ, Über harmonische Funktionen und ¿-Formen, Math. Zeitschrift, 1 
(1918), pp. 149-162. 
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For the special values 0 = 0 and 0 — t h ' s yields the above-men-
tioned results of FEJÉR and SZÁSZ. 
The excentricity of a bounded region with respect to an interior point 
C may be measured by the ratio of the maximum and minimum of the 
supporting function of its convex hull with respect to C. Adopting this defi-
nition we deduce from our former results the 
T h e o r e m III. The excentricity of the map of the unit-circle generated 
by an arbitrary polynomial Q(z) of degree n with respect to Q(0) cannot 
exceed n, this maximal excentricity being attained only for a + bP*(£z) (a, b.. 
are arbitrary complex numbers, |e|=l). 
2. The proof of these theorems will be based on the following theorem 
of L . F E J É R 1 ) . 
' The set {77} of the polynomials P(z) of degree n 
• 1 ' P{z) = c1z + c2zi+... + cnzn 
which map the unit-circle on the half-plane. 3 i ( z ) ;>—1, admits the repre-
sentation 
TL 
(5) P(z)= Z (ron + 7in+i+- • •+rn-irn)zk, 
lc=1 , 
where y0, y1... yn are arbitrary complex parameters subjected only to the 
restriction 
(5') |7op.+ | r i | 2 + - - - + l r „ | 2 = l . • 
Hence if au a2,..., a„ denote arbitrary constants, the maximum (mini-
mum) of the linear form . . . . • 
^¿akck! ¿ckz*c{II} 
is equal to the greatest (least) root 1* of the characteristic equation 
—1 fli'' a-i • • a 
dt — X űi • . a 
02 öi --X . . a 
a„ 1 a„_2.. 
The maximum (minimum) of 3i 2 fl*c* will , be attained for the po-
i 
N 
lynomial P*(z) = Z (r*orl + r*rt+i+ • • • +fUr:) z\ where yl, yi, ...,yl are i 
determined by the system of equations . 
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. ay, + ...+ a„r* = 0 
(6) 
a „ r ; + a n _ , r ; + . . . - = 0 
ini2 + i n i 2 + . . . + i r : r = 1. 
3. We prove first the following 
Lemma. The point-theoric sum 2 of all the maps of the unit-circle 
generated by the polynomials P(z) of the set {11} is a convex region. 
Indeed, if wx and iva belong to the region 2 then there are polynomials 
P^(z) and P2(z) such that 1 
PMciE}, w ^ P M , 
P2{z) C {II}, U>2 = P2(?2), \z2\^\. 
Consider now the polynomial Q(z) = + ; ^ > 0 . Obviously 
Q(z)cz{n} and Q ( l ) = = , consequently, if ivx and I ~T~ f1 ' "T fi 
w2 belong to the region 2, then the segment of straight line joining them is 
contained in 2, q. e. d. 
4. In order to determine the supporting function p(6) of the convex 
region 2 with respect to 0, I will make use of the following representation 
of the supporting function 
(7) p(0) = max 91 {e~i9w}, — n^O^n. 
wcS 
The set of the points i v ' c l is given by 
w = P(z); P(z)<z{II}, | z | < : l , 
hence 
p(B) = max 9i {e~i6P{z)}, P(z) c {II}, \z\^\. 
But the harmonic function 9l{e-ieP(z)} attains its extremal values on 
the boundary, therefore 
p(0) = max 91 {e-i6P(eu)}, P(z)c{II}, —n^t^n. 
Suppose, that the maximum will be attained for a P*{z) c{27} and for 
z = euThen P**(z) = P*{zeili) c {11} and P " ( l ) = P*(e^), consequently 
•p(fl) .= maxSH'{«-"/>(I)}, P{z)<z{II}. 




p(6) = max3fl{e_ < 0P(l)} = maxDi je-* Z ( f 0 n + • • • +Y»-uYn)\ J Z W 2 = 
Asymptotic behaviour- of certain power series. .229 
We conclude herefrom that the supporting function p(B) will be given 
by the greatest root of the characteristic equation 







— X . . . ei0 
e~ie . . . —X 
= j jn+1 e~ie(X + eiB)"+' —ei6(X + 
e - , D -e tb :0.
3) 
The roots of this equation are 
nd—knl. e ' + k n 
x k ( d ) = sin- 11 • 6 -1 - / s i n — 
I n-
(k = 0 ,1 . . . • . , / ! ) , • /3+1 I "" n + I 
and it is obvious that 
1 0 (8 )>X 1 (6 )> . , . > X n ( 6 ) for — n ^ 6 < n . 
Consequently, the supporting function of the region 2 is given by 
<8) p(e)=Md) = s m j ^ l s i n j ^ T , - n ^ d ^ n , 
and an easy calculation shows that the boundary of the convex region 2 
2 jt 2n ' 
consists of the arc — — , , of the curve 
(9) w-
/z + 1 = =?= /z + 1 
2 neit—(n + i)e2ii + e(n+2)it 
/7 + 1 (1 — e i l f 
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and of the segment — c t g ^ - p y S ^ S c t g - ^ - p y of the straight line 
<10) 
n + 1 = - = : " » n + 1 
W=— 1 -{-it. 
By the determination of the extremal polynomials we avoid the direct 
solution of the equations (6) and proceed as follows. 
Consider the arithmetic mean 
2 P*(z). 
/ z + i 
{nz+(n — l )z ä + . . . + 1 .z"} 
of the partial sums of the geometrical series 
2z 
1 —z 
= 0 + 2z + 2z2 + 2z3 + . . . 
This polynomial maps the unit-circle on a simple, starshaped 
region, whose supporting function (with respect to 0) is given by 
max 9i {e-ieP*(z)} = 3t {«-<«/>* = s i n s i n = p { 0 ) . 
I'l n + 1 n + 1 
p. 99. 
3) See f. i. PÓLYA—SZEGŐ, Aufgaben und Lehrsätze aus der Analysis, II (Berlin, 1925), 
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Consequently, the map generated by w = P*(z) of the arc z = eu 
2n 2n 
<it<L——- coincides with the arc (9) of the boundary of the con-
/ i + l = = n + l 
vex region 2. 
We have proved in this way that the region 2 is identical to the con-
vex hull of the curve w = P*(eit) on which the unit-circle z = ea is mapped 
by the polynomial 
P*{z) = j ^ { n z + ( n - \ ) * + ...+ \ .z"}. 
Those points of the boundary of 2 which belong to the line-segment 
(10) will be attained for 
, 2ni\ , 2ni \ 
. P*[ze^j + pP'yze r m , n Q*(z) = i Lc{n}'> Z=l,0<ll<oo. 
5. It is evident that the supporting function of a convex region with 
respect to a point C cannot be constant unless the region is a circle whose 
center coincides with C. Hence it seems to be natural to define the excen-
tricity of a region (with respect to an interior point) as the ratio of the maximum 
and minimum of the support ing function belonging to its convex hull. 
Now let Q(z) be an arbitrary polynomial of degree tx. Replace Q{z) ' 
by P(z) = r{Q(ez) — Q(0)} where P and e are so chosen that 
min [max9 i{e i 0 P(z )} ] = 3 f i{P(l)} = — 1 
consequently 
9 i { P ( 2 ) } ^ - l for 
From our former results we infer that the supporting function p(0) 
belonging to the convex hull of the region u> = .T{Q(ez) — Q(0)}, | z |<Ll 
verifies the following condit ions: p(O) = minp(0) = 1 and 
\ . n6 \ . 6 \ • 
m a x p ( 0 ) < m a x sin , , sin——r- =n = n minp(0) . 
^ [ n+11 n + l ) 
But the excentricity of a region is obviously invariant under the ho-
mothetic transformation P(z) = r{Q(ez)^Q(0)j. Thus the inequality 
• maxp(0)<L/z min/?(0) 
is generally proved. 
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